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Abstract. In this paper, the use of a neural network algorithm for the retrieval of the aerosol properties from groundbased spectropolarimetric measurements is discussed. The
neural network is able to retrieve the aerosol properties with
an accuracy that is almost comparable to that of an iterative retrieval. By using the outcome of the neural network
as first guess in the iterative retrieval scheme, the accuracy
of the retrieved fine- and coarse-mode optical thickness is
further improved, while for the other parameters the improvement is small or absent. The resulting scheme (neural network + iterative retrieval) is compared to the original
one (look-up table + iterative retrieval) on a set of simulated
ground-based measurements, and on a small set of real observations carried out by an accurate ground-based spectropolarimeter. The results show that the use of a neural-networkbased first guess leads to an increase in the number of converging retrievals, and possibly to more accurate estimates of
the aerosol effective radius and complex refractive index.

1

Introduction

Atmospheric aerosols influence Earth’s radiative balance and
climate in multiple ways. First, through their scattering and
absorption properties, they modify the amount of solar radiation reaching the Earth’s surface and the lowest atmospheric layers (direct effect, Yu et al., 2006, and references
therein). Second, acting as cloud condensation nuclei, they
influence the cloud formation processes, thereby affecting

cloud microphysical properties and precipitations (indirect
effect; Lohmann and Feichter, 2005, and references therein).
Third, highly absorbing aerosols have a warming effect on
the atmosphere, which can cause the evaporation of cloud
particles and hence lead to a reduction in the cloud cover
(semi-direct effect; Hansen et al., 1997; Kaufman and Koren, 2006).
The net effect of the atmospheric aerosols on climate is
highly uncertain, both in magnitude and sign (Boucher et al.,
2013). This uncertainty is partly due to the uncertainties in
the parametrization of aerosol processes in models (Liu et al.,
2012; Rosenfeld et al., 2013), but is also due to the intrinsic
limitations in our current knowledge of the global distribution of the most important aerosol microphysical and optical
properties (Mishchenko et al., 2004, 2005).
Further motivation for studying atmospheric aerosols is
provided by their impact on human health (Anderson et al.,
2012) and aviation safety (Alexander, 2013).
The sensitivity of polarized radiance measurements to the
aerosol size distribution, shape and refractive index (Hansen
and Travis, 1974) provides, in principle, a means for retrieving these aerosol properties from remote measurements either from space (Mishchenko and Travis, 1997; Hasekamp
and Landgraf, 2007) or from the ground (Boesche et al.,
2006).
A limited number of techniques for retrieving the aerosol
properties using intensity and polarization of the scattered
sunlight are reported in the literature. Some of these are
based on look-up tables (LUTs), in that they select the
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aerosol model that best fits the observed total and polarized
intensities from a set of pre-calculated values (e.g. Deuzé
et al., 2000, 2001). Other methods consist of variational retrievals, where full radiative transfer calculations are used to
minimize a nonlinear cost function with respect to a set of
aerosol microphysical and optical properties. In particular,
Dubovik et al. (2011) describe a variational retrieval scheme
where satellite intensity and polarization measurements are
combined in order to retrieve a set of aerosol (total aerosol
load, aerosol size distribution in a number of size bins, fraction of spherical particles, spectrally dependent complex refractive index and aerosol layer height) and surface reflection
parameters, relying on the assumption that all the aerosol size
bins have the same refractive index, and imposing a number
of smoothness constraints on the size distribution and on the
spatial and temporal variability of the aerosol properties. An
alternative approach is described in Hasekamp et al. (2011),
where a different set of aerosol parameters is retrieved using a scheme based on Phillips–Tikhonov regularization, assuming a bimodal log-normal aerosol size distribution and
allowing for a fine and a coarse mode characterized by different refractive indices, which are assumed to be wavelengthindependent. Again, a nonlinear cost function – depending
on the discrepancy between observed and simulated intensities and degrees of linear polarization (DLPs) at multiple
wavelengths and viewing angles – is iteratively minimized,
starting from a first guess provided by a LUT. Further details
are given in Sect. 2.
The choice of a LUT-based first guess is also common to
other variational aerosol retrieval schemes (e.g. Waquet et al.,
2009; Knobelspiesse et al., 2011). The accuracy of a LUT
retrieval depends on the amount of entries (aerosol models,
other atmospheric parameters, viewing angles, etc.) stored
in the table. However, enhancing the accuracy of a LUT retrieval by increasing the LUT dimension is an expensive task,
in terms of memory requirements (need for bigger arrays to
be stored) and computation time (more models to be tried in
order to select the one that best fits the measurements).
A possible alternative to a LUT for generating a first guess
in a variational aerosol retrieval scheme is represented by a
neural network (NN). Neural networks are powerful tools for
the mapping of nonlinear relationships, and have been successfully applied as stand-alone retrieval algorithms to several remote sensing problems, including aerosol-related applications (Han et al., 2006; Niang et al., 2006; Radosavljevic
et al., 2010; Picchiani et al., 2011). Nevertheless, the output
of a NN retrieval scheme is also suitable for use as the initial
step of an iterative retrieval method, giving rise to a “neurovariational” retrieval scheme. A number of neuro-variational
retrieval schemes, also applied to aerosol retrievals, are already reported in the literature. Jamet et al. (2005) and Brajard et al. (2006, 2012) used a set of NNs to build a forward
model that simulates satellite-measured reflectances given a
set of atmospheric and oceanic parameters, and is then inverted with respect to such parameters using an iterative
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 281–299, 2015
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method. Diouf et al. (2013) further refined this scheme by using an unsupervised neural network to generate a first guess
for the iterative retrieval.
In our experiments we have investigated a different type of
neuro-variational retrieval algorithm. Specifically, we have
trained a multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network (Werbos, 1974) to retrieve a set of aerosol parameters from simulated intensities and DLPs at a number of wavelengths and
angles, and we have used the set of aerosol parameters retrieved by the NN as first guess for the subsequent iterative
scheme using a full-physics forward model and an inversion
method based on Phillips–Tikhonov regularization. We will
show that the use of a NN-based first guess instead of the
LUT-based one can substantially improve the performance
of the retrieval algorithm, with respect to the number of retrievals that reach an acceptable minimum of the cost function and with respect to the accuracy of the retrieved parameters. The resulting retrieval scheme is also less demanding
in terms of memory allocation, and is faster than the scheme
that uses a LUT-based first guess.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an
overview of the original retrieval algorithm, including details
on the LUT. Section 3 describes the actual setup of the experiments performed in this paper. Section 4 describes the
design of the NN that is then used as a replacement for the
LUT. In Sect. 5 the algorithm version using a NN-based first
guess is compared to that using the LUT-based first guess on
a data set of simulated observations, and then on a number
of measurements performed by a ground-based spectropolarimeter based on the spectral modulation technique (van
Harten et al., 2014). Section 6 is dedicated to the conclusions
and to the discussion of future work.
2
2.1

Variational aerosol retrieval algorithm
General setup

The retrieval scheme used in this work is a modified version of the algorithm discussed by Hasekamp et al. (2011)
for PARASOL satellite data. The main modifications are the
following: (i) the forward model is adapted to the simulation
of ground-based measurements instead of satellite measurements, (ii) a different method is used in the choice of the
regularization parameter at each iteration of the inversion (a
heuristic procedure, described in the following subsection, is
used instead of the L-curve method), and (iii) the state vector
is defined in a different manner. In particular, with respect
to the latter point, the retrieved aerosol quantities are the effective radius, the complex refractive index, and the aerosol
column amount for the fine and the coarse mode.
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2.2

Inversion method

According to the Phillips–Tikhonov regularization method,
the retrieval cost function is defined as
J (x) = [y − F (x)]T S−1
 [y − F (x)]
T
+ γ (x − x a ) H(x − x a ),

(1)

(2)

where Ki = ∂F /∂x evaluated for x = x i . Depending on the
adopted forward model, Ki can be computed either analytically or by finite differencing. By replacing F with Eq. (2)
in Eq. (1), differentiating J with respect to x and setting the
result to zero, the new solution is found as (Rodgers, 2000)

(3)

As indicated by the subscript i, the regularization parameter γ is also updated during the iterative process. While in
Hasekamp et al. (2011) this is done using the L-curve method
(Hansen and O’Leary, 1993), in this version of the algorithm
the choice of γi is made heuristically by trying different values for γi and selecting the one that produces the solution
with the best fit between the measurements and the simulations. The goodness of fit is measured using the parameter
χ 2 (γi ) =

m
[yj − Fj (x i+1 (γi ))]2
1X
,
m j =1
σj2

(4)

where m is the dimension of y, yj and Fj are the j th components of y and F respectively, and σj2 is the j th element
on the principal diagonal of S . In Eq. (4), the dependence
of χ 2 and x i+1 on the chosen γi has been made explicit. According to this formalism, the chosen γi is thus the one that
minimizes χ 2 .
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1
(ximax − ximin )2

i = 1, . . ., n,

(5)

where n is the dimension of the state vector and ximax and
ximin are respectively the maximum and minimum allowed
values for the elements of the state vector. In the Phillips–
Tikhonov inversion scheme the matrix H determines the relative weight between the different parameters in the side constraint, whereas γ determines the overall contribution of the
side constraint, for which a proper value is found using the
procedure described above.
In the original version of the algorithm, the first guess x 0
is generated by a LUT. The LUT stores the coefficients of the
azimuthal Fourier expansion of the Stokes vectors simulated
for 576 predefined aerosol models (i.e. combinations of the
aerosol parameters) at a number of wavelengths and viewing
angles, stratified by solar zenith angle, surface pressure and
surface albedo. The reflectances and the DLPs are computed
by recombining the aforementioned coefficients for each relative azimuth angle. For all the predefined aerosol models in
the LUT, a retrieval of the fine- and coarse-mode aerosol optical thickness (AOT) is performed using the LUT as forward
model, and the aerosol model that provides the best fit to the
measurements is selected as first guess.
The values of the aerosol parameters and of the other radiative transfer model parameters used to generate the LUT
are listed in Table 1.
2.3

−1
x i+1 = x a + (KTi S−1
 Ki + γi H)

KTi S−1
 [y − F (x i ) + Ki (x i − x a )].

The regularization matrix H adopted in our retrieval
scheme is diagonal, and the elements on its principal diagonal can be written as
hii =

where x is the state vector (i.e. the set of quantities to be
retrieved), y is the vector of measurements, F is the vectorvalued forward model function that maps the state vector into
the measurement vector, x a is an a priori for the state vector, S is the error covariance matrix, H is the regularization matrix and γ is the regularization parameter. Since F
is nonlinear with respect to x, the minimization of J is carried out iteratively, using the Gauss–Newton method. Starting from a first guess x 0 for the state vector, a sequence of
solutions {x i } is generated by linearizing F around x i at each
step i, and then finding the next solution x i+1 as the one that
minimizes J for the linearized version of F . The process is
stopped when the goodness of fit no longer changes significantly or when a maximum number of iterations is reached.
The linear approximation of F around x i can be written as
F (x) ≈ F (x i ) + Ki (x − x i ),
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Forward model

The forward model provides a simulation of the instrument
measurements corresponding to a certain atmospheric state
(combination of aerosol and other atmospheric parameters)
and a certain observation geometry. The forward model consists of two main parts. The first part relates the microphysical aerosol properties (optical thickness, single scattering albedo, phase matrix) to their optical properties in different layers of a model atmosphere. For this part of the
forward model, pre-calculated optical properties as a function of the size parameters and of the real and imaginary
part of the refractive index (Dubovik et al., 2006) are employed. The optical properties are pre-calculated for spheres
and spheroids with an axis ratio distribution as proposed by
Dubovik et al. (2006), and the aerosols are described by a
mixture of spheres and spheroids. The optical properties for
a given refractive index are obtained by spline interpolation from the tabulated values, and subsequently their integration over the aerosol size distribution is performed. The
second part of the forward model solves the vector radiative transfer equation for given optical properties in different altitude layers in the model atmosphere. For this, the
model of Hasekamp and Landgraf (2002, 2005), based on
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 281–299, 2015
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Table 1. LUT entries for each radiative transfer model parameter.
The model parameters are solar zenith angle (SZA), viewing zenith
angle (VZA), surface pressure (ps ), surface albedo (as ), aerosol effective radius (reff ), effective variance (veff ), refractive index real
part (mr ) and imaginary part (mi ), fraction of spherical particles
(ns ) and aerosol optical thickness (AOT). The superscripts f and c
on the symbols of the aerosol parameters indicate the fine and the
coarse mode respectively.
Parameter

Values

Wavelengths (nm)
SZA
VZA
ps (hPa)
as (440, 675 nm)
as (870 nm)

440, 675, 870
15◦ to 75◦ in steps of 5◦
0◦ to 65◦ in steps of 5◦
700, 1013
0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.10, 0.15
0.10, 0.15, 0.20, 0.30, 0.45

f (µm)
reff
f (µm2 )
veff
mfr
mfi
nfs
f
τaer
c
reff (µm)
c (µm2 )
veff
mcr
mci
ncs
c
τaer

0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3
0.19
1.37, 1.45, 1.52, 1.6
0.001, 0.02, 0.1
1.0
0.025, 0.25, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 3.0
1.0, 2.5
0.19
1.38, 1.44, 1.5
0.001, 0.05
0.1
0.025, 0.15, 0.5, 0.8, 1.0, 3.0

the Gauss–Seidel iterative method, is used. For the groundbased, upward-looking geometry, the analytical calculation
of the derivatives of the measurement vector with respect to
the state vector has not been implemented yet. For this reason, the derivatives are currently calculated by means of finite differencing.

3

Experimental setup

For this study, a spectropolarimeter designed for multi-angle
ground-based observations based on the spectral modulation
technique (Snik et al., 2009) is used. The key idea behind this
technique is that the intensity of the incoming light (e.g. sunlight scattered in the atmosphere) becomes spectrally modulated after passing through a set of optical components (viz.,
an achromatic quarter-wave retarder, an athermal multipleorder retarder and a polarizing beam splitter). The corresponding modulation amplitude is proportional to the DLP,
and the modulation phase is related to the angle of linear
polarization (ALP). The DLP and the ALP of the incoming radiation can be derived from the spectrally modulated
intensity through a demodulation algorithm as prescribed
by Snik et al. (2009). This measurement concept eliminates
the need for moving parts in the polarization measurement
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 281–299, 2015

device. Multi-angle measurements are obtained by sequentially pointing the instrument described above toward multiple zenith directions. A complete scan of the principal plane
is obtained within 5–10 min.
The family of instruments constructed according to the
concept described above has been given the name Spectropolarimeter EXperiment (SPEX). The ground-based spectropolarimeter used in this work will be hereinafter referred to as
groundSPEX. A more detailed description of the instrument
is given in van Harten et al. (2014).

4

Design of the neural network retrieval scheme

In order to train the NN, a set of scenarios simulating
groundSPEX observations has been created. Multispectral
and multi-angular reflectances and DLP measured by a
groundSPEX-like instrument have been simulated for different combinations of aerosol parameters, solar zenith angles
and values of the surface pressure and surface albedo. In the
generation of this synthetic data set, cloud-free conditions
have been assumed, and it has been hypothesized that the instrument performs observations in the principal plane. The
principal plane is indeed the most favourable one for the retrieval of the aerosol properties, as it allows for sampling of
the aerosol scattering matrix in the widest range of scattering
angles. Since groundSPEX is currently unable to look less
than 6◦ away from the Sun because of stray light, for simplicity of modelling it has been assumed that the groundSPEXlike instrument only scans the part of the principal plane with
relative azimuth angle e
ϕ = 180◦ (i.e. the instrument only
looks away from the Sun). With these settings, more than
106 simulations have been produced. A fraction of the simulated data has been used to train a NN for the retrieval of the
aerosol properties; another fraction has been used to test the
NN and to compare the retrieval scheme using the NN-based
first guess to that using the LUT-based first guess.
It has been assumed that the measurements are performed
at six viewing zenith angles (VZAs) (0, 6, 20, 32, 46 and 60◦ )
and three wavelengths (440, 675 and 870 nm) that correspond
to the wavelengths at which groundSPEX has been radiometrically calibrated. This choice allowed for a straightforward
application of the method to real measurements. Finally, it
has been assumed that the instrument carries out its observations on a surface covered by green vegetation. A surface
albedo of 0.05 has been assumed at 440 and 675 nm, whereas
the 870 nm albedo has been varied between 0.3 and 0.5 in the
simulations.
Approximately 8 × 105 of the simulations described above
have been used to train a NN to approximate the inverse relationship between the set of aerosol parameters x and the set
of spectropolarimetric measurements y. Furthermore, about
1.65 × 105 independent simulations have been used to monitor the generalization ability of the NN during the training
phase (validation set) so as to make sure that no overtrainwww.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/281/2015/
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ing was taking place, and an equal amount of simulations
have been used to validate the NN retrievals after the training phase was terminated (test set).
Prior to their presentation to the NN, the multispectral and
multi-angular reflectances and DLPs have been preprocessed
using a linear principal component analysis (PCA), with the
twofold goal of compressing and denoising the measurements. A method for processing multi-angular spectropolarimetric data using PCA prior to the presentation to a NN
has been previously reported by Tsekeri et al. (2011), who
separately applied the PCA to noise-free reflectances and
DLPs, and selected the number of retained principal components (PCs) based on the percentage of explained variance.
In this work, instead, an approach similar to that devised by
Aires et al. (2002) for the processing of satellite infrared radiances was used. Specifically, the PCA was carried out on a
set of simulated noise-free measurements in order to derive
the transformation matrix to be applied to the measurement
data. Then, a set of noisy simulated measurements was compressed and decompressed using the previously derived matrix, the reconstruction error was monitored as a function of
the number of retained PCs versus the corresponding noisefree radiances, and the number of retained PCs corresponding to the minimum reconstruction root-mean-square error
(RMSE) was finally chosen.
In mathematical terms, let y be a generic vector of noisefree measurements (e.g. reflectance or DLP at a number of
wavelengths and angles), let e
y be a noisy version of y, and
let P be the matrix obtained applying the PCA to y. The
columns of such a matrix contain an orthonormal basis of
eigenvectors of Sy , the covariance matrix of y. If the truncation of P obtained by retaining the eigenvectors associated to
the n largest eigenvalues of Sy is denoted by Pn , it is possible
to write the reconstructed vector of noisy measurements as
e
y rn = PTn Pne
y . Then, the error En = ke
y rn − yk over the whole
data set is monitored as a function of n, and the n that minimizes En is chosen.
This pre-processing scheme, separately applied to the reflectances and the DLPs, finally led to 7 PCs being retained
for the reflectance and 10 PCs for the DLP.
In Fig. 1, the reconstruction RMSE is plotted as a function of the number of retained PCs for the radiances and the
DLPs. As can be seen from the figure, the RMSE for the reflectance initially has a steep decrease for an increasing number of PCs until a number of 6–7 PCs (the latter being the optimal number according to the results) is reached. Then the
RMSE starts to slowly increase again. A similar behaviour is
observed for the DLP, with the difference that the RMSE decreases until 10 PCs are used. The increase in the reconstruction RMSE for a number of PCs higher than the optimal one
indicates that the least significant PCs (11 for the reflectance,
8 for the DLP) contribute more noise than signal in the reconstruction of the observed quantities, and should therefore
be discarded. Since the signal reconstructed with all the PCs
(in our case, 18) is the same as the original noisy signal, it
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/281/2015/
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Figure 1. Reconstruction error versus number of retained principal
components for the reflectances (above) and the degrees of linear
polarization (below).

can be argued that the signal reconstructed with 7 (for the reflectance) or 10 (for the DLP) PCs is on average closer to the
noise-free one than is the original noisy signal, and thus that
the PCA has a beneficial denoising effect on the data. Similar results, and also similar plots, have been shown by other
authors who have applied a similar type of processing to infrared hyperspectral data (see, for example, Antonelli et al.,
2004).
An important point is that the applicability of our method
to real data relies on the assumptions that (i) the sample of
simulated data used for the computation of the covariance
matrix for the PCA is representative enough of the natural
variability of the measured quantities and (ii) a realistic noise
model is used when the denoising performance of the algorithm is evaluated. As will be seen in Sect. 5.2, relying on
these assumptions did not seem to significantly impair the
performance of our retrieval method on real data.
The settings adopted in the generation of the training data
set for the NN, as well as the NN input and output variables, are summarized in Table 2, and the range assumed
for each of the parameters to be retrieved is given in Table 3, together with the mean and the standard deviation of
each parameter. The solar zenith angle (SZA) and the surface pressure have been used as additional input variables
for the NN, in order to account for the dependence of the
simulated reflectances and DLPs on these parameters. The
NN has been trained using an online error backpropagation
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 281–299, 2015
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Table 2. Simulation settings and list of the quantities used as input and output variables in the design of the aerosol retrieval neural network.
Settings

Wavelengths for reflectance and DLP: 440, 675, 870 nm
Viewing zenith angles: 0, 6, 20, 32, 46, 60◦
Relative azimuth angle: 180◦
Assumed aerosol size distribution: bimodal log-normal
Assumed effective variance: 0.2 µm2 for both modes
Assumed fraction of spherical particles: 100 % for fine mode, 10 % for coarse mode
Assumed aerosol vertical distribution: Gaussian with peak at 1 km and FWHM∗ = 2 km
Assumed surface type: green grass
Assumed surface albedo at 440 and 675 nm: 0.05
Log-reflectance standard error: 0.026 at 440 nm, 0.046 at 675 nm, 0.076 at 870 nm
DLP standard error: 0.004 at 440 nm, 0.006 at 675 and 870 nm

Inputs

Reflectance (7 principal components)
DLP (10 principal components)
Solar zenith angle
Surface pressure

Outputs

f )
Fine-mode effective radius (reff
Fine-mode refr. index real part (mfr )
Fine-mode refr. index imaginary part (mfi )
f )
Fine-mode AOT at 550 nm (τaer
c )
Coarse-mode effective radius (reff
Coarse-mode refr. index real part (mcr )
Coarse-mode refr. index imaginary part (mci )
c )
Coarse-mode AOT at 550 nm (τaer
Surface albedo at 870 nm (as )

∗ Full width at half maximum

algorithm (Rumelhart et al., 1986) accelerated by means of
a learning rate annealing technique (Bös and Amari, 1999)
that consists in reducing the learning rate of the NN while the
training proceeds. The choice of the online backpropagation
learning instead of more sophisticated algorithms like scaling
conjugate gradient (Møller, 1993) or Levenberg–Marquardt
(Hagan and Menhaj, 1994) – which are reported to be, in
principle, faster and more stable than the online backpropagation – is motivated by the fact that these latter algorithms
require that the entire training set be presented to the NN before each update of the network weights. This can cause slow
training when the training set is very large (Wilson and Martinez, 2000), as is the case in this work. The training process
has been regularized by adding Gaussian noise to the simulated measurements during the training phase. This technique
prevents the NN from yielding unreasonable responses when
stimulated by noisy inputs (Holmström and Koistinen, 1992;
Bishop, 1995b), and is therefore of critical importance for the
applicability of a NN to real-world data.
As pointed out in Table 2, the NN designed following the
method described above has an input layer of 19 neurons
(7 reflectance PCs and 10 DLP PCs, plus SZA and surface
pressure) and an output layer of 9 neurons (8 aerosol parameters plus the surface albedo at 870 nm). The number of hidden layers and neurons was selected by comparing a number
of different architectures and selecting the architecture that
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 281–299, 2015

gave the lowest RMSE on the validation set. The chosen architecture consists of 3 hidden layers with 40 neurons per
layer. The hidden neurons have a hyperbolic tangent activation function (the reader may refer to Appendix A for the
meaning of the term “activation function”), whereas the activation function of the output neurons is linear.
At a first glance, the result found for the number of hidden layers may seem surprising, given that NNs with more
than 2 hidden layers are rarely reported in the literature, at
least in remote sensing applications (in other fields of application, “deeper” NNs are less uncommon; see, for example,
LeCun et al., 1989, for an interesting application of a MLP
with three hidden layers). The most often reported reason
why simpler NN architectures are usually chosen is perhaps
that more complex architectures (i.e. NNs with more hidden
layers and neurons) are more prone to overfitting, i.e. a situation where the training errors are small but poor performance
is obtained for cases that are not included in the training set.
This is, in principle, true, but it is important to keep in mind
that the relationship between complexity and generalization
also depends on the complexity of the function to be approximated and on the number of training data (the more training
data, the lower the risk of overfitting for a given architecture).
The fact that the NN described in this paper has been trained
with a very large number of data, together with the fact that
the backpropagation algorithm seems to have a bias towards
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/281/2015/
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Table 3. Minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation of the
aerosol parameters used to generate the synthetic data set for this
study. Please refer to Table 2 for the meaning of the symbols in the
first column.
Parameter
f (µm)
reff
mfr
mfi
f
τaer
c
reff (µm)
mcr
mci
c
τaer
as

Min

Max

Mean

SD

0.020
1.330
0.001
0.000
0.800
1.330
0.001
0.000
0.350

0.620
1.590
0.410
3.000
4.000
1.590
0.410
2.000
0.500

0.320
1.460
0.080
0.928
2.400
1.460
0.080
0.598
0.425

0.175
0.076
0.128
0.922
0.980
0.076
0.128
0.587
0.048

smooth functions even when the NN has many parameters
(Lawrence et al., 1997; Caruana et al., 2001), makes the results found for the number of hidden layers more plausible
than it may be intuitively expected.
Table 4 summarizes a number of error statistics used to
evaluate the performance of the NN on the training, validation and test set. The RMSE, the mean absolute error (MAE),
the mean bias and the Pearson correlation coefficient ρ between retrieved and actual aerosol parameters are reported
for each aerosol parameter. The effective radius and the complex refractive index for each mode are provided only if the
retrieved AOT of the considered mode is larger than 0.05. It
can be seen that no significant differences are present in the
performance of the NN on the three sets. This indicates that
the NN can be reliably applied to data that are not included
in the training set.

5

Use of the neural network retrievals as first guess in
an iterative scheme

A further step in this study has been the use of the aerosol parameters retrieved by the NN as first guess for the variational
retrieval scheme described in Sect. 2, as a replacement for the
LUT. In principle, there are at least two reasons why it might
be worthwhile applying a variational retrieval after the NN
instead of using the NN as a stand-alone method. First, since
the NN is trained using a cost function that encompasses a
wide range of physical situations, its estimate might not be
the optimal one for individual cases, and the application of a
variational retrieval might refine the NN output by defining a
case-specific cost function. Second, although some methods
exist for characterizing the uncertainty associated with the
output of a NN (see, for example, Dybowski and Roberts,
2001, for a general review, and Ristovski et al., 2012, for
an application to aerosol retrievals), it is still not straightforward to associate the most widespread diagnostics (averaging kernels, full covariance matrix of the retrieval, degrees
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/281/2015/
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of freedom for signal) to NN retrievals, whereas such diagnostics can be provided using a variational retrieval scheme.
Furthermore, the variational approach provides a means for
checking the credibility of each individual retrieval using the
χ 2 as a diagnostic.
The drawback of the proposed approach is that the advantage of a superior speed offered by a NN retrieval is lost
because of the need for multiple calls to a radiative transfer model. This drawback might be overcome, in principle,
by training a second NN to approximate the radiative transfer model (Schiller, 2007), but the accuracy requirements for
such a network would be stringent and difficult to meet for a
forward model with many independent input parameters.
In order to assess the impact of using the NN as first guess
in the variational retrieval algorithm described in Sect. 2,
the scheme with a NN-based first guess (hereinafter named
NN + PT, where PT stands for Phillips–Tikhonov) has been
compared to the scheme with a LUT-based first guess (hereinafter named LUT + PT) on two test data sets, one consisting of simulated data and one consisting of real observations.
The two data sets, as well as the results of the comparisons,
are described in the following subsections.
5.1

Application to simulated data

The synthetic data set chosen for the comparisons consists
of 5000 combinations of the aerosol parameters, randomly
drawn from the data set used to test the NN after the training
process. The only reason why only a subset of the test data
set has been used to compare the two retrieval algorithms, instead of the whole data set, is that running both the retrieval
schemes on 1.65 × 105 data would have required much more
time, while randomly selecting a few thousands cases is expected to be enough in order to draw reliable conclusions
about the performance of the two retrieval schemes.
The combinations of aerosol parameters to be retrieved
have been used as input for new radiative transfer simulations, aimed at creating a “pseudo-reality” in which the
retrieval algorithm has to operate. In order to obtain error
statistics that are as indicative as possible of those that can
be obtained in an operational scenario, the values of some
of the non-retrieved aerosol parameters (effective variance,
fraction of spherical particles of the coarse mode, aerosol
layer height) have been randomly perturbed with respect to
those assumed in the training of the NN and in the retrieval
algorithm by replacing the assumed values with values drawn
from a uniform distribution (between 0.1 and 0.3 for the effective variance of both modes, between 0.03 and 0.06 for
the surface albedo at 440 and 675 nm, between 0 and 1 for
the fraction of spherical particles of the coarse mode).
The results of the comparison between the two retrieval
schemes are summarized in Table 5. The variational retrievals have been assumed to have converged if the final
value of the goodness of fit (χ 2 as defined in Eq. 4) was less
than 2 within a maximum of 20 iterations. Again, the effecAtmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 281–299, 2015
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Table 4. Root-mean-square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), mean bias and Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ) between the
retrieved and the actual aerosol parameters, computed on the training, test and validation set. Please refer to Table 2 for the meaning of the
symbols in the first column.
Training set
Variable
f
reff
mfr
mfi
f
τaer
c
reff
mcr
mci
c
τaer
as

Validation set

Test set

RMSE

MAE

Bias

ρ

RMSE

MAE

Bias

ρ

RMSE

MAE

Bias

ρ

0.061
0.046
0.048
0.166
0.752
0.062
0.085
0.166
0.036

0.038
0.035
0.020
0.105
0.569
0.050
0.038
0.106
0.029

−0.012
0.011
0.004
−0.004
−0.130
−0.001
−0.020
0.011
−0.005

0.940
0.806
0.930
0.984
0.654
0.569
0.772
0.960
0.665

0.061
0.046
0.048
0.167
0.751
0.062
0.085
0.165
0.036

0.038
0.034
0.020
0.105
0.570
0.050
0.038
0.106
0.029

−0.012
0.011
0.004
−0.004
−0.126
−0.001
−0.020
0.010
−0.005

0.939
0.806
0.930
0.983
0.654
0.566
0.768
0.960
0.664

0.061
0.046
0.048
0.168
0.754
0.062
0.086
0.166
0.036

0.038
0.035
0.020
0.106
0.571
0.050
0.038
0.106
0.029

−0.012
0.011
0.004
−0.005
−0.130
−0.001
−0.021
0.011
−0.005

0.939
0.804
0.931
0.983
0.651
0.568
0.770
0.959
0.663

tive radius and the complex refractive index for each mode
are included in the statistics only if the retrieved AOT of the
considered mode is larger than 0.05. It is clear from Table 5
that the fraction of converging retrievals for the NN + PT algorithm was considerably higher than that achieved by the
LUT + PT scheme (slightly higher than 55 % for the latter,
slightly lower than 95 % for the former). The second and
third panel of Table 5 summarize a number of error statistics
computed for the two retrieval schemes on the benchmark
data set. In particular, the second panel of Table 5 reports
RMSE, MAE, bias and Pearson correlation coefficient for the
estimates produced by the LUT alone and at the end of the
LUT + PT scheme, taking only the converging LUT + PT retrievals into account. The same is done in the third panel for
the NN and the NN + PT retrievals. A slight difference between the LUT and the NN first guess is that the LUT does
not fit the surface albedo at 870 nm, for which a prior of 0.4
is always assumed. However, this difference does not compromise the comparison between the two methods, because
the iterative retrieval is in most cases able to recover from a
wrong initial value for this parameter, as shown in Table 5.
A number of elements are noteworthy in the observed results.
1. By comparing the RMSE or the MAE of the LUT + PT
to that of the NN + PT scheme (upper and lower right
panels in Table 5), it is possible to see that the NN + PT
scheme seems to outperform the LUT + PT scheme in
the estimation of all the aerosol parameters. This is especially true for the fine-mode effective radius and refractive index (real and imaginary part), and for the
imaginary part of the coarse-mode refractive index. For
these variables, the decrease in the RMSE is also accompanied by a substantial rise in the correlation coefficient. The improvement in the fine-mode AOT, instead,
is not very big. This is probably because the relationship between the measurements and this parameter is
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 281–299, 2015

closer to a linear one, so that the iterative method is less
dependent on the first guess for this particular variable.
2. The differences seem to a large extent attributable to the
fact that the quality of the first guess produced by the
NN is much better than that of the first guess produced
by the LUT. This applies to all the retrieved quantities.
It can be seen that the NN retrievals alone already seem
to perform better than the full LUT + PT retrievals.
3. For both algorithms, the coarse-mode effective radius
and real part of refractive index seem the most difficult
parameters to retrieve. Even though an improvement is
noticed by replacing the LUT with a NN, the errors are
quite large and the correlation coefficients are below
0.50 for the effective radius and even below 0.45 for the
real part of the refractive index. This behaviour is partly
explained by the uncertainty in the fraction of spherical
coarse-mode particles, which is assumed to be constant
in the retrieval algorithm but is allowed to vary in the
pseudo-reality. Furthermore, the absence of viewing angles near the forward scattering direction reduces the
sensitivity to coarse-mode aerosols, because the region
of enhanced intensity around such a direction – which is
a distinctive feature of large particles – is not sampled.
4. By comparing the error statistics of the NN retrievals
to those of the NN + PT retrievals (third panel in Table 5), no improvement is observed in many of the retrieved parameters after the application of the iterative
retrieval to the NN outputs. The only parameters that
improve are the fine-mode AOT and the surface albedo
at 870 nm. In Fig. 2 the histograms of the absolute errors
in the retrieved parameters for the NN alone and for the
NN + PT schemes are shown. It is clear that the iterative retrieval generally improves the estimates of the
surface albedo and of the fine- and coarse-mode AOTs
with respect to the NN alone, whereas the improvement
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/281/2015/
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Table 5. Root-mean-square error (RMSE), mean absolute error (MAE), mean bias and Pearson correlation coefficient (ρ) between retrieved
and actual aerosol parameters. Please refer to Table 2 for the meaning of the symbols in the first column.
Method

N converging retrievals (fraction)

LUT + Phillips–Tikhonov
NN + Phillips–Tikhonov

2756 (55.12 %)
4321 (93.60 %)

LUT only
Variable
f
reff
mfr
mfi
f
τaer
c
reff
mcr
mci
c
τaer
as

LUT + Phillips–Tikhonov

RMSE

MAE

Bias

ρ

RMSE

MAE

Bias

ρ

0.147
0.134
0.097
0.405
1.289
0.090
0.118
0.559
0.054

0.109
0.113
0.045
0.272
1.032
0.073
0.065
0.333
0.042

−0.088
0.094
−0.023
−0.112
−0.599
−0.012
−0.026
0.019
−0.025

0.676
0.158
0.391
0.897
0.142
0.100
0.168
0.581
0.000

0.109
0.085
0.075
0.290
1.430
0.095
0.109
0.356
0.044

0.066
0.062
0.034
0.161
1.024
0.074
0.051
0.202
0.022

−0.032
0.028
−0.012
−0.034
−0.422
0.002
−0.029
0.017
−0.001

0.752
0.530
0.687
0.946
0.192
0.320
0.444
0.784
0.727

NN only
Variable
f
reff
mfr
mfi
f
τaer
c
reff
mcr
mci
c
τaer
as

NN + Phillips–Tikhonov

RMSE

MAE

Bias

ρ

RMSE

MAE

Bias

ρ

0.077
0.052
0.060
0.226
0.882
0.066
0.090
0.231
0.045

0.048
0.038
0.023
0.144
0.688
0.054
0.043
0.146
0.036

0.000
0.010
−0.003
0.027
−0.218
0.001
−0.019
−0.011
0.004

0.895
0.742
0.883
0.971
0.505
0.506
0.735
0.922
0.477

0.078
0.059
0.063
0.210
0.948
0.079
0.089
0.229
0.033

0.044
0.041
0.025
0.117
0.723
0.061
0.042
0.129
0.016

0.008
0.010
−0.007
0.026
−0.206
0.005
−0.014
−0.033
−0.002

0.896
0.707
0.869
0.975
0.474
0.448
0.733
0.926
0.816

is more limited in the effective radius and in the complex refractive index of both modes.
These results may seem to advocate the use of the NN
as a stand-alone scheme without applying the iterative
method afterwards. However, such a solution would result in a less complete error analysis, and in the impossibility of checking the plausibility of individual retrievals
(see discussion at the beginning of Sect. 5).
A word of caution is necessary in the interpretation of Table 5, because there are some parameters (fine- and coarsemode effective radius, coarse-mode imaginary part of refractive index) whose mean values in the training data set are
close to the maximum values stored in the LUT or much
larger. As a result, the comparison between the NN and the
LUT alone may be unfair towards the LUT, since the error of the LUT retrieval will necessarily be large when the
true value of one of these parameters is far larger than the
LUT maximum. To some extent, this unfairness may also affect the comparison between the full retrievals, because in
cases like those described above it may be expected that the
first guess will be far from the true value and the convergence to such value will be difficult to achieve. In order to
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/281/2015/

assess to what extent this issue affects our findings, we compared the LUT + PT and the NN + PT schemes on a subset
of cases where all the true values of the aerosol parameters
were within the LUT limits. The number of such cases was
774. On this subset, the fraction of successful retrievals was
around 59 % for the LUT + PT scheme and around 88 % for
the NN + PT scheme. Therefore, also looking at this subset,
the main point of this comparison – i.e. that using the NN
as first guess for the iterative retrieval improves the number of successful retrievals – remains largely unaffected. On
the reduced data set, the accuracy of the LUT + PT retrievals
was found comparable to that of the NN + PT retrievals for
the fine-mode effective radius, whereas the NN + PT scheme
still performed better than the LUT + PT scheme on all the
other parameters.
A comparison between the LUT + PT and the NN + PT
scheme in terms of speed is reported in Fig. 3, where histograms of the number of iterations needed to converge and
of the total retrieval time are shown. It can be seen that the
Phillips–Tikhonov scheme takes on average two iterations
less to converge when it is initialized using the NN as a first
guess than it does when the LUT is used as a first guess.
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Figure 2. Histograms of the absolute errors in the retrieved parameters over the benchmark synthetic data set for the NN-only retrievals (red)
and for the Phillips–Tikhonov retrievals with the NN-based first guess (blue).

The average difference in the total retrieval time is about
7 s. This difference is partly explained by the smaller number of iterations and partly by the time needed to generate
the first guess. The generation of the first guess (histograms
not shown) takes about 2 s when the LUT is used, and about
0.2 s when the NN is used. These 0.2 s are dominated by
the radiative transfer simulation performed to evaluate the
fit between the NN retrieval and the measurements, as the
NN retrieval alone only takes about 4 ms. The total computation time, which is on average around 15 s for the NN + PT
scheme, can be significantly reduced if the numerical computation of the Jacobians of the forward model is replaced
by an analytical one. In the satellite retrieval algorithm by
Hasekamp et al. (2011), where this has been done, the total
retrieval time is of about 2 s, and replacing the LUT with a
NN may result in a further speed-up.
5.2

Application to real measurements

The measurements used in this study have been performed
using the groundSPEX instrument between 7 and 9 July 2013
and on 5 September 2013 at the Cabauw Experimental
Site for Atmospheric Research (CESAR Observatory, http:
//www.cesar-observatory.nl), a few tens of kilometres southwest of Utrecht, in the Netherlands (Monna and Bosveld,
2013). The measurements were made under clear-sky conditions. During the July measurements, an elevated smoke
layer was present over the Netherlands as a consequence
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 281–299, 2015

of air advection from North America (KNMI, 2013). The
LUT + PT and the NN + PT retrieval schemes have been applied to this set of measurements, and the retrieved aerosol
parameters have been compared to those estimated by the
Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) station located at the
CESAR site.
Given the unavailability of AERONET level 2 data for the
considered dates at the time of writing, level 1.5 data have
been used for the comparison. The total AOTs (fine plus
coarse mode) and the Ångström exponents between 440 and
675 nm estimated by groundSPEX using the LUT + PT and
the NN + PT schemes have been compared to those provided
by the AERONET direct sun product (Holben et al., 1998).
The fine- and coarse-mode effective radii and complex refractive indices have been compared to those provided by the
AERONET product based on the almucantar algorithm described by Dubovik and King (2000). As for the complex
refractive index, the almucantar product provides a single
value that applies to both modes and is spectrally dependent, while our algorithm provides a spectrally independent
value for each mode. Therefore, prior to the comparison, the
AERONET refractive indices have been averaged with respect to the wavelength, and the fine- and coarse-mode refractive indices estimated by groundSPEX have been combined in a weighted average using the AOTs of the two modes
as weights.

www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/281/2015/
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Figure 4. Plot of the final χ 2 obtained using the LUT + PT scheme
(ordinate) versus that obtained using the NN + PT scheme (abscissa) for the considered groundSPEX measurements.

Figure 3. Histograms of the number of iterations before convergence (above) and of the total retrieval time (below) for the Phillips–
Tikhonov retrievals using the LUT first guess (blue) and the NN first
guess (red).

While AERONET total AOTs and Ångström exponents
obtained from direct sun measurements are intrinsically robust reference values, AERONET almucantar retrievals of
the aerosol microphysical parameters are often affected by
non-negligible uncertainties (Dubovik et al., 2000). As a consequence, it is important to bear in mind that the comparison between groundSPEX and AERONET microphysical
parameters should not be regarded as a validation of groundSPEX against a completely established truth. The meaning of
this intercomparison is rather that of a consistency check between retrievals of a similar set of parameters made by means
of two profoundly different methodologies. Because of this,
cases of consistency between the retrievals reinforce our confidence in both the retrieval approaches, whereas cases of
inconsistency do not necessarily imply that groundSPEX is
performing worse than AERONET.
In total, 71 measurements were carried out by groundSPEX during the considered period. While this is by no
means an extensive benchmark data set, it is useful in order
to have at least a preliminary idea of the applicability of the
NN – trained on synthetic data – to a real-world scenario. Out
of the attempted retrievals, 48 of the LUT + PT retrievals satisfied the χ 2 criterion mentioned in Section 5.1, whereas the
number of successful NN + PT retrievals was 59. In Fig. 4
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/281/2015/

the final χ 2 obtained by the LUT + PT scheme is plotted
against that obtained by the NN + PT scheme applied to the
considered set of groundSPEX measurements. Points that are
close to the 1 : 1 line indicate cases where the two algorithms
performed similarly. Points that are well above the 1 : 1 line
indicate cases where the NN + PT scheme performed better
than the LUT + PT (i.e. LUT + PT achieved a higher χ 2 than
NN + PT), whereas points located well below the line represent cases where LUT + PT performed better than NN + PT.
From this plot, it is straightforward to note that the number
of points above the identity line is considerably larger than
the number of points located below the line. This means that,
besides yielding a higher number of successful retrievals, the
NN + PT algorithm also has the tendency to produce final
solutions that fit the measured reflectances and DLPs better
than those obtained using the LUT + PT scheme.
Figures 5, 6 and 7 respectively show time series of total AOTs, fine- and coarse-mode effective radii and AOTweighted refractive indices retrieved by the two algorithms
and those estimated by AERONET during the 4 days considered in this study. Superimposed on the retrieved parameters are error bars derived by error propagation using the
formalism of Rodgers (1990). According to this formalism,
the retrieval error can be decomposed in a contribution due
to random noise and a contribution due to the a priori error
(called null space error). The null space error depends on the
assumed a priori error. As explained in Sect. 2, our retrieval
scheme uses the first guess produced by the LUT or by the
NN as a priori. However, a method to derive the uncertainty
associated with the LUT or the NN retrievals alone has not
been implemented yet; therefore the a priori error is set to the
reciprocal of the half width of the physical variation range assumed for each parameter. As a consequence, it is likely that
the width of the error bars shown in this paper is overestimated, especially in the case of the NN retrievals. The error
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 281–299, 2015
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Figure 5. Time series of the total AOT retrieved by the LUT + PT
scheme (black circles), the NN + PT scheme (orange circles), and
the AERONET direct sun level 1.5 product (sky-blue circles): between 7 and 9 July 2013 (left) and on 5 September 2013 (right).

Figure 7. Time series of the real (above) and imaginary part (below)
of the (AOT-weighted) refractive index retrieved by the LUT + PT
scheme (black circles), the NN + PT scheme (orange circles), and
the AERONET almucantar level 1.5 product (sky-blue circles): between 7 and 9 July 2013 (left) and on 5 September 2013 (right).

Figure 6. Time series of the fine- (above) and coarse-mode (below)
effective radius retrieved by the LUT + PT scheme (black circles),
the NN + PT scheme (orange circles), and the AERONET almucantar level 1.5 product (sky-blue circles): between 7 and 9 July 2013
(left) and on 5 September 2013 (right).

bars for the AERONET retrievals are the same as those used
by van Harten et al. (2014).
For both algorithms, the agreement seems generally good
for the AOTs (absolute deviation 95th percentile around
0.05). During the 3 days in July, the same applies to the
fine-mode effective radii (absolute deviation 95th percentile
around 0.02 µm) and to the real part of the AOT-weighted refractive indices (groundSPEX–AERONET differences well
within the estimated AERONET error bars). On 5 September, the agreement for these parameters seems less good.
It must be noted, however, that the lower AOTs that were
generally observed on this latter date make the retrieval
of the aerosol microphysical parameters more difficult for
both groundSPEX and AERONET. The NN + PT retrievals
also seem more capable than the LUT + PT retrievals of
reproducing the temporal variation of the imaginary part
of the refractive index, although the agreement between
the values varies from day to day. This is particularly evident during 9 July (Fig. 7, lower left panel), when the
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 281–299, 2015

temporal variation of the imaginary part of the refractive
index retrieved by AERONET is followed very well by
the groundSPEX retrievals based on the NN + PT scheme
(again, from visual inspection of Fig. 7 it is clear that the
differences between groundSPEX and AERONET are well
within the AERONET error bars), whereas the estimates produced using the LUT + PT scheme are more distant from the
AERONET values.
A closer look at the total AOTs shown in Fig. 5 seems to
indicate that a slight underestimation tendency exists in both
retrieval schemes. In order to explain this fact, it might be
interesting to compare the fine- and coarse-mode AOTs retrieved by groundSPEX to those provided by the AERONET
product based on the spectral deconvolution algorithm (SDA)
by O’Neill et al. (2003). This is done in Fig. 8. In the interpretation of this comparison, it must be kept in mind that the definition of the aerosol fine and coarse modes in our algorithm
is different from that used in the SDA product, owing to differences in the assumptions made about the aerosol size distribution. Despite the fact that the groundSPEX and the SDA
optical thicknesses are not rigorously comparable for the reason mentioned above, it is interesting to note that an excellent agreement exists between the groundSPEX and the SDA
fine-mode AOTs, with the NN + PT that follows the diurnal
cycle of the fine-mode AOT particularly well (absolute deviation 95th percentile around 0.06, but 85th percentile smaller
than 0.03). Instead, the coarse-mode AOTs estimated by the
two groundSPEX retrieval methods are almost always lower
than those provided by the AERONET SDA product. This
may suggest that the underestimation tendency in the total
AOT could be, in some way, attributable to the coarse mode.
However, the different definitions of the aerosol modes in
www.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/281/2015/
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Figure 9. Time series of the 440–670 nm Ångström exponent retrieved by the LUT + PT scheme (black circles), the NN + PT
scheme (orange circles), and the AERONET direct sun level 1.5
product (sky-blue circles): between 7 and 9 July 2013 (left) and on
5 September 2013 (right).

Figure 8. Time series of the fine- (above) and coarse-mode (below) AOT retrieved by the LUT + PT scheme (black circles), the
NN + PT scheme (orange circles), and the AERONET SDA level
1.5 product (sky-blue circles): between 7 and 9 July 2013 (left) and
on 5 September 2013 (right).

the two algorithms, as well as the lack of a more appropriate benchmark for the groundSPEX fine- and coarse-mode
AOTs, do not allow us to provide stronger evidence for this
statement.
Another parameter that is also indicative of the aerosol
particle size and is less dependent on the mode definition is
the Ångström exponent. In Fig. 9 the Ångström exponents
between 440 and 670 nm retrieved by the two groundSPEX
algorithms are compared to those measured by AERONET.
The agreement seems generally good during July, whereas on
5 September groundSPEX systematically estimates smaller
Ångström exponents than AERONET. This would indicate
that groundSPEX sees larger particles than AERONET during 5 September. However, this conclusion does not seem
very consistent with the results previously shown for the
coarse-mode effective radius and the coarse-mode AOTs. In
view of this, no conclusive interpretation of the differences
between groundSPEX and AERONET with respect to the
particle size can be given at this moment in cases of low AOT.
It is interesting to compare the time series of the aerosol
parameters retrieved by the NN + PT scheme to those retrieved by the NN alone. Examples of such comparisons are
shown in Fig. 10 for the fine-mode AOT and effective radius, as well as for the AOT-weighted refractive index, during July 2013. It appears that the application of the iterative retrieval after the NN estimate brings the retrieved values closer to the AERONET values for the fine-mode AOT
and effective radius and for the real part of the refractive index. For the imaginary part of the refractive index, the updates brought by the Phillips–Tikhonov method to the NN
retrievals do not seem to improve the accuracy of the final
estimates significantly. On the one hand, this might be conwww.atmos-meas-tech.net/8/281/2015/

Figure 10. Fine-mode AOT (upper left) and effective radius (upper
right) and AOT-weighted real (lower left) and imaginary part (lower
right) of the refractive index estimated using the NN alone (black
circles), the NN + PT scheme (orange circles), and reference values
from AERONET (sky-blue circles).

tradicting the results shown obtained with simulated data, but
on the other hand it must be kept in mind that the range of situations sampled by the real measurements during July 2013
is much narrower than that encompassed by the simulations;
therefore one should not necessarily expect consistent error
statistics between the two cases. In any case, the results observed so far on real data seem to suggest that there is still
merit in applying a full physics retrieval after the NN inversion, even at the cost of a longer processing time.
6

Conclusions

In this paper, the use of neural networks for the retrieval
of aerosol properties from ground-based multi-angle measurements of intensity and polarization has been investigated. A neural network for the retrieval of aerosol properties from ground-based multi-angular spectropolarimetric
data has been developed, and has been used as a replaceAtmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 281–299, 2015
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ment for a look-up table as an initial guess for an iterative
aerosol retrieval algorithm. In order to assess the impact of
the neural-network-based first guess, the iterative algorithm
initialized using the neural first guess and its version initialized using the LUT-based first guess have been compared on
a data set consisting of simulated measurements, and on a set
of real observations carried out by the groundSPEX instrument.
The synthetic data set consisted of 5000 cases generated
by simulating the reflectance and the degree of linear polarization that would be measured by a groundSPEX-like instrument for a wide range of combinations of the aerosol parameters. On this data set, the replacement of the LUT-based
first guess with a NN-based one has led to a remarkable increase in the fraction of successful retrievals (i.e. retrievals
that achieved a goodness of fit indicator smaller than 2 within
20 iterations). While approximately 55 % of the retrievals
successfully converged in the case of the LUT first-guess algorithm, almost 95 % of the retrievals converged when the
NN was used instead of the LUT as initial guess. Furthermore, the converging retrievals based on the NN first guess
exhibited smaller errors than those based on the LUT first
guess in the coarse-mode effective radius and refractive index. The application of the iterative algorithm after the NN
retrieval improved the estimates of the fine- and coarse-mode
AOT with respect to the NN-only retrieval. Instead, no significant improvements were noticed in the other aerosol parameters, for which the quality of the NN output alone was
found to be comparable to that of the final retrieval.
Also, when the two algorithms were applied to real measurements carried out by the groundSPEX instrument at the
CESAR atmospheric observatory, a higher number of successful retrievals was observed after replacing the LUT first
guess with the NN first guess. The observed improvement in
the number of converging retrievals was not as large as that
observed with simulated data. This might be due to the fact
that the groundSPEX measurements were very concentrated
in time, with small intrinsic variations in the aerosol properties, whereas the synthetic data set samples a much broader
range of situations, including cases where the first guess produced by the LUT might be much worse than that produced
by the NN.
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The comparison between the groundSPEX aerosol retrievals and the AERONET retrievals showed a good agreement in the total AOT (absolute differences most often below 0.05) and in the AOT-weighted refractive index. In particular, replacing the LUT with the NN led to a remarkable
improvement in the retrieval of the imaginary part of the refractive index. A good agreement (absolute errors often below 0.02 µm) was found in the fine-mode effective radius
during the 3 days in July 2013, whereas the agreement was
worse on 5 September, probably because the smaller finemode AOT observed on that day made the retrieval of the
aerosol microphysical properties more challenging for both
groundSPEX and AERONET. The coarse-mode effective radius seems, in all the cases, the most difficult parameter to
retrieve, and this seems to confirm the results obtained with
simulated data. A negative bias in the total AOT was observed in the groundSPEX retrievals, independent of the first
guess. Qualitative comparisons against the SDA fine- and
coarse-mode AOTs seem to suggest that this bias could be attributed to the coarse-mode AOT. However, a rigorous quantification of the bias using the SDA product is not possible,
because the definitions of fine and coarse mode made in this
product are different from those used by the groundSPEX
algorithm. Also, the analysis of the retrieved Ångström exponents, which are indicative of the particle size but are independent of the mode definitions, did not lead to conclusive
results, because it seemed to suggest that groundSPEX overestimates the particle sizes with respect to AERONET, which
is contrary to our previous findings.
A follow-up of this work will be the extension of the
method to the case of downlooking observations, such as
satellite or aircraft measurements. The main difficulty of such
an approach lies in training a NN for an instrument whose
set of viewing angles changes from pixel to pixel, as is the
case for satellite instruments. In fact, the variability of the observed geometry makes the definition of a feature set to train
a NN problematic. This is not a problem for ground-based
observations, where the set of viewing geometries adopted
by the instrument can always be programmed so as to satisfy
the needs of the retrieval algorithm. Solutions aimed at overcoming this difficulty with satellite measurements are under
study.
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Appendix A: Neural networks: general concepts and
terminology
This section summarizes some aspects of the NN theory and
language that may be useful for the reader of this paper. For
a more complete treatment, the reader can refer to Bishop
(1995a) or Haykin (1999).
Given the large variety of neural network models, a general definition of a neural network is difficult to give. In very
broad terms, an artificial neural network can be seen as a system or model that is able to change its internal parameters
through an interaction with an external environment in order
to perform a given task or to accomplish a prescribed behaviour, in a way that resembles the adaptation of the synaptic connections in a biologic neural system. The process of
adapting the internal parameters of a NN is what is called
“learning”, while the role of the environment is played by
the so-called “training set”. The word “network” emphasizes
that a NN is usually made of simple computational units interconnected between each other. Such computational units
are called “neurons”. A neuron usually applies very simple
computations to its input (e.g. multiplying the input by a vector of weights, computing the distance between the input and
another vector, computing a simple nonlinear function, etc.,
depending on the particular type of NN).
Learning in a NN can take place in several ways. In “supervised” learning, the NN is presented with a set of inputoutput pairs, and the NN parameters are changed based on
a measure of the discrepancy between the NN response to
an input and the desired output corresponding to that input.
In “unsupervised” learning, the NN is only presented with a
set of input vectors, and the goal is to differentiate the NN response based on the region of the input space the input vector
belongs to, thereby obtaining a clustering of the input space
that can be used, e.g. for classification of the input vectors.
In “reinforcement” learning, the goal is to train the NN to
perform a sequence of actions in response to a given input.
Differently from what happens in the supervised learning, the
parameters of the NN are not changed based on the correct
output for a given input, but based on a “critic”, which is a
score used to evaluate the quality of the NN response to the
considered input.
Since the NN described in this paper is a supervised one,
it is worthwhile providing the reader with further information about supervised learning. As said above, in supervised
learning the discrepancy between the NN response to an input vector and the desired response for that vector is used to
adjust the parameters of the NN. In practice, a cost function
Q, based on the aforementioned discrepancy, is minimized
with respect to the vector w of the NN parameters. Since Q
is, in all the practical cases, a nonlinear function, its minimization is carried out iteratively, and leads to an update of
the NN parameters in the form
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with αi ∈ R and d i a descent direction for Q in a neighbourhood of wi . In this case, there always exists an ᾱi , such that
if αi < ᾱi , then Q(w i+1 ) < Q(wi ). The value of this ᾱi depends on the behaviour of Q around w i , and is not known
a priori unless second-order information about Q is known.
For this reason, learning algorithms that do not use secondorder information may occasionally diverge if a step size
αi > ᾱi is chosen.
An important distinction, recalled in Sect. 4, is made
between “online” and “offline” (or “batch”) learning algorithms. In online algorithms, the cost function is evaluated
(and the NN parameters updated accordingly) after the presentation of each training input. The cost function has the
form
2
1
(A2)
y i (x i , w i ) − t i + γ R(·),
Q(wi , x i ) =
2
where y i is the NN response to x i with parameter vector wi ,
γ ∈ R and R is a regularization function that might depend,
in principle, on the previous values assumed by the vector of
parameters, or on higher order derivatives of the NN output
with respect to the input or to the parameter vector. In offline
algorithms, the update of the NN parameters takes place only
once the entire training set has been presented to the network.
The cost function has the form
Q(w) =

N
1 X
y (x i , w i ) − t i
2N i=1 i

2

+ γ R(·),

(A3)

where N is the number of training data. It can be said that online learning algorithms realize a stochastic approximation of
the gradient of Q, which individuates the descent direction.
Offline algorithms usually have a more stable behaviour and
a smoother convergence with respect to online algorithms,
thanks to the better estimates of d they provide. This leads to
a faster convergence provided that the training set is not so
large. For large and redundant training sets, instead, online
algorithms produce reliable estimates of d, and may converge even faster than offline algorithms thanks to a much
higher number of parameter updates per training cycle.
The type of supervised NN used in this paper is known as
multilayer perceptron (MLP; Werbos, 1974). In this NN architecture, the neurons are organized in layers, with the outputs of the neurons in the ith layer being the inputs for those
in the (i + 1)th layer. The first layer of a MLP is called the
“input layer”, and does nothing except receive the input vector. The last layer is the “output layer”, and is the layer that
provides the ultimate NN output. Between the input and the
output layer, one or more “hidden layers” are situated. Each
neuron is characterized by a vector of weights w and a bias
b, and its output y is related to its input x through the relationship
y = ϕ(w T x + b),

(A4)

is usually a C ∞

w i+1 = w i + αi d i ,
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(A1)

where ϕ
function called the “activation function” of the neuron. Hidden neurons always have nonlinear
Atmos. Meas. Tech., 8, 281–299, 2015
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activation functions, the most popular being the hyperbolic
tangent and the logistic function. Output neurons, instead,
can either have a linear or a nonlinear activation function.
Several algorithms exist to train MLPs, either in online
or in offline mode. The most famous online learning algorithm is the standard error backpropagation (Rumelhart et al.,
1986), which is obtained by setting γ = 0 in Eq. (A2) and by
setting d i = −∇Q(w i , x i ) and αi to a fixed value η (called
the “learning rate parameter”) in Eq. (A1). By letting η decrease during the training of a MLP, the convergence of
the standard backpropagation can be accelerated (Bös and
Amari, 1999), and this solution has been used in this work
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(see Sect. 4). Among the most common offline algorithms
are the batch backpropagation, obtained in the same way as
the standard backpropagation but starting from Eq. (A3), and
the scaled conjugate gradient (Møller, 1993) and Levenberg–
Marquardt (Hagan and Menhaj, 1994) methods, which select
the descent direction d i and the step size αi by approximating the Hessian matrix of Q at each iteration, thereby reducing the risk of generating a locally divergent parameter
update. Offline algorithms tend to ensure a faster and more
stable convergence than online algorithms provided that the
training set is not extremely large. In the latter case, online
algorithms may be preferable (Wilson and Martinez, 2000).
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